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SWOT analysis is a framework widely used for strategic planning in which managers examine their company's internal strengths and weaknesses as well as external opportunities and threats. However, companies that use this classic model run the risk of staring at the Navy and advocaing for status quo strategies.
Here's some concrete advice on how to put aside these problems and make your strategy meeting more inspiring. Start by flipping your SWOT agenda sequence by putting external threat analysis and opportunities right in front. It avoids getting stuck in a rabbit hole where you aggressively discuss your strengths and
weaknesses while paying lip service to make far more complex and important changes happening in your external environment. This is particularly key if you are searching for innovative moves and more dynamic business models. Instead of labeling external changes -- for example, an aging population or new
regulations -- as being good or bad, check them out without prejudice. Just call them invigora or low streams and work hard to understand them.1 Keep your focus on the outside world (not yourself). How does it change and why? Be sure to cover key forces, including social, technological, economic, environmental, and
technological drivers.2. Discourage fragmented thinking (such as discussing only one force or one issue in the isolation of others). Adopt a system view.3. Be honest about what you can't predict about the future: list big external uncertainties and discuss how they play.4 Evaluate which external changes you missed in the
past and why. Is it better this time around scanning the margin for weak signals? And if so, why? The same caveat applies here: be careful with your labels of what strengths or weaknesses depend largely on your strategy as well as your benchmark of comparison.5. Think in terms of main competition rather than physical
or intellectual assets, since the latter can be bought, traded, or imitated more easily than the former.6. Portray your business model visually with arrows and feedback loops, to show how different functionality interacts and relates to your earnings/profit model.7. Labeling something as a strength or weakness implies a
reference point. Decide what yours is. And do you measure against the best in your industry or the best in the world-class race?8. Includes soft issues in your assessment, such as culture, organizational space, leadership capacity, etc. To the creative mind, there are no good or bad scenarios coming every second, just
good or bad strategies. You should be able to win any new scenario if you think deeply about it and are willing to change your approach. 9. Agree on the overall outlook (what to do and how) that is not only robust throughout future scenarios but also consistent enough when needed.10. Clear the balance between
exploitation (strategically playing your current hand of cards) and exploration New hands card through innovation.11. Encourage leadership in all directions, not just from top to bottom. Buy in through peer-to-peer initiatives and encourage bottom-up leadership where people train their employers.12. Monitor key issues
and scan for the unexpected. Try to see earlier how the external scene might change and be fully ready to take advantage. How can a home business possibly need something called SWOT analysis? His name sounds confusing and very serious for a little business, right? Wrong. Despite the notion that a home business
is easier or perhaps even less serious than the kids on Main Street, it's incorrect. When you tear down the chest of any business, you'll find the same working components in each company. No matter the size or scope, each business will find incredible value in conducting the usual SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis may
seem like whooping your mother gave you when you hit your sister, but in reality, it simply has strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats already facing your business. Doing SWOT analysis is like giving your business regular health checking. This is a diagnosis of those positive and negative things ahead of the
business at that particular time. The strengths and weaknesses of the areas within your business are controlled upon. Opportunities and threats are those outside forces that can benefit or hurt your business. SWOT analysis is not just for big businesses. It's a great tool designed to provide the clearest possible picture for
any current business administration. Mapping of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats offers the insights necessary to create a suitable business plan. Properly creating and using SWOT analysis will help your business fully operational and potential revenue reach. Developing SWOT-type analysis like those
who create silly lists of girls in Junior High School or high school to decide to date (oh yes, this kind of stuff has happened and I'm totally guilty): Johnny has a great sense of humor (power)Johnny tastes bad in clothes (weakness)Johnny just got into diserance with his girlfriend (opportunity!) Johnny was accepted onto
the football team and never released (a threat) Above is probably not how they teach these issues in MBA classes, but you gist. Just like a person, a business does good things and bad things go for it. Your job is to sit down and start making your own listing for your business. Doing so will open your eyes to the different
marketing approaches or opportunities you may have missed. This will help you see your strengths so that you can exploit them. Identify your weaknesses so that you can develop an app to improve on them. Outside opportunities are just waiting for you to take over and the threats you need to prepare to show. Each
SWOT analysis is quite unique, but here's a sampling of some items that may indicate up in THE SWOT Business Analysis: Internal Factors (Things You Over) strengths of brand strengths (do people recognize their business name?) unique product or technology existence customer baseStrong sales teamProcesses,
system (as one. organized customer management system) weak online presence poor gross marginLow repeats customer sales organized internal processesLow customer maintenance external factors (things you control over) favorable economic environment opportunities (as one lifts the recession Economic)Tax cuts
(business or consumer)Distribution of new channels of technology available development in competition threats change customer preference customer preference baseEconomic conditions increase competition in the next government policy, you will have the opportunity to view the real world SWOT analysis example for
massage therapy home business. This article is part of a 10-step guide on how to start a home business. The previous article just discussed what SWOT analysis is, why it is applicable to any size business and what benefits to do SWOT analysis on a regular basis. Here's an example of SWOT's analysis for a home
business, Massage Inc., looking to expand into a larger-scale massage therapy business. It is important to note that SWOT analysis is incredibly unique to a business. To produce a useful and accurate SWOT analysis, it requires an impartial business review and research. Remember, strengths in home business are
related to the positive aspects and assets that are in your business including skills, knowledge and experience, resources and other things that set you apart from your competition. If you've been active business, you can include data like repeat and referral customers, website traffic and conversions and other
information that shows how well you do business. Ultimately it can include external factors such as a good economy or taking advantage of a trend. Massage Inc. has access strengths to FundingMassage SpecialtyAlready established the Access business model to innovative IT resourcesLow overhead costs (as one of
the ability to run a business from a home) its weaknesses are not areas you are strong or competent in. Knowing what you are doing well (strengths) is very important so you can do more of it, but you also need to know what doesn't work to keep your weaknesses from closing you. Weaknesses include your skills,
experience and knowledge but should not, your resources and equipment but need to, competition that is out of your doing, and customer service issues. External factors such as a weak economy can also be a weakness. Massage Inc. Poor business model business management experience limited access to business
massage-savvy therapists no existing customer base opportunities areas you can improve or expand upon. For example, are there new products or services you can offer or a market you can expand to? It can include external factors such as new rules or technology that make it easier to do business. Influx of
environmental opportunities Massage therapist looking for limited entrepreneurial skills work within massage therapist poolWide massage acceptance by the general public - not only is pampering understanding employers providing health/massage benefits to employees tendencies to incorporate massages into health
regimens preferring toward online search and service service deals industry threats things that can hinder your success and include lack of capital or cash flow, heavy competition, rules or regulations that do business harder, etc. The environmental threats of more hotels offering spa services at siteInnovative spring
massage franchise upConsumer tend to complete the SpaConsumers experience calling for more unique massage modalities to increase the price of competition This article is part of a 10-step guide on how to start a home business. Editing by Leslie Theroux
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